Editorial
diagnose, and treat disease. In cancer, precision medicine uses specific information about a person's tumor to help diagnose, plan treatment, find out how well treatment is working, or make a prognosis" (https://www.cancer.gov/ publications/dictionaries/cancer-terms). [1] This means that the genetic mutation is the basis of the diagnosis and the treatment. Cancer may be in different body organs but the treatment maybe the same as it is precise to the mutation. Today, precision medicine is the most commonly used term and in its broadest definition is the right treatment for the right person at the right time. [2] Two o t h e r t e r m s t h a t s o m e t i m e s a r e u s e d interchangeably are genetics and genomics. Differentiating them is important for understanding diagnosis and treatments in cancer care. The NCI Dictionary of Cancer Terms is again a helpful resource. Genetics is the "study of genes and heredity" and how traits are passed from generation to generation. An example in cancer is the BRCA1 gene. Depending on mutations on this gene, an increased risk of breast cancer is possible. Genomics is "the study of the complete set of DNA (including all of its genes) in a person or other organism" and the interaction of the genes with each other. Genetic testing investigates a single gene or piece of genetic information whereas genomic testing is broader with no target. Genetics can inform about the potential or risk of a disease. Genomics provides characterization of the tumor, such as aggressiveness, and can identify what treatment would be beneficial.
Treatment has evolved from a single treatment for the cancer of a specific body organ to complex combinations of treatments determined tumor characteristics which now include genetic and genomic information. Combinations of treatments now include molecular targeted therapy and immunotherapy in addition to surgery, radiation, and chemotherapy. Table 2 shows a comparison of therapies.
Precision Nursing Care
Cancer nurses personalize care of patients, but precision medicine will require precision nursing. Nursing care is built on the foundation of individualizing care to the person or person-centered care. The nursing process begins with a holistic assessment including physiological, psychosocial, economic, and lifestyle. More cancer diagnoses will change from being general to a specific profile based on genetic and genomic testing. Having a comprehensive understanding of the patient is even more essential now in order to support and care for patients on the newer treatments.
Oncology nurses have the opportunity to assess an individual's understanding of cancer risk, when prediagnosis, or of the disease state once diagnosed. Giving a patient the opportunity to discuss personal health concerns or priorities is an important part of assessment. For example, someone may prefer a treatment that does not cause fatigue because they must work. Knowing whether the individual wants to have genetic test results presented privately or who would be present with them is important. If the results have implications for other family members, they may or may not want to be present to hear the test results. Table 3 outlines some implications for nursing practice.
Patient education is an integral component of nursing practice. Oncology nurses must understand the relationship between genomic tests and drug treatment decisions, especially because patients with the same clinical diagnosis may be prescribed different agents. Given the rapidly growing number of molecular targeted therapies and immunotherapy, keeping patient education materials up to date is critical. Precision medicine is not the only factor influencing cancer care and creating the need for innovative models of providing care. Technology too is having an impact. Communicating with and teaching patients, a core responsibility of nursing, is being both supported and made complex by technology. Patients use the Internet to research their cancer diagnosis and treatments. They may use any one of the electronic devices that track their health. Apps have been developed to which patients can enter side effects and learn a course of action to take.
